We demonstrate single-pixel coherent diffraction imaging, whereby broadband terahertz waveforms passed through a slanted phase retarder ͑SPR͒, diffracted from an object, were measured by a terahertz detector located in the far field. For one dimensional imaging, the fixed-location single-pixel broadband detector simultaneously measured all the spatial frequency components of the object because the frequency components of the source maintain a one-to-one correspondence with the object's spatial frequency. For two dimensional imaging, the angular position of the SPR enabled the diffracted terahertz wave to carry an angular projection image of the object.
Coherent diffraction imaging ͑CDI͒ is an image reconstruction technique for small-size objects using highly coherent optical, x-ray, or electron beams, in which a real-space image is reconstructed from a diffraction pattern collected by a detector array.
1 Newly developed high-energy photon sources permit CDI of nanoscale structures, such as nanotubes, quantum dots, and possibly proteins.
2-4 Also, CDI with optical waves has proven useful in obtaining tomographic high-resolution images of live cells. 5 The image resolution of CDI depends on the wavelength and the extension of the measured diffraction pattern. For a monochromatic wave of wavelength , the Fraunhoffer diffraction pattern V͑x͒ of an object U͑͒ is where and x represent spatial coordinates in the real and reciprocal spaces, respectively, k is the wave number, and z is the distance from the object to the detector. The Fourier component of U͑͒ evaluated at spatial frequency f x ͑=x / z͒, that is, Ũ ͑f x ͒, is captured in V͑x͒, aside from the given phase factor. For a high-resolution image of maximum spatial frequency f max , an array detector of lateral size x max = z / f max is required. However, given a broadband coherent source with a frequency distribution ranging from zero to max / 2, a singlepoint detector can replace the detector array because the frequency components of the source maintain a one-to-one correspondence with the spatial frequency components of the object. The point detector placed in a fixed position x o can simultaneously measure all the Fourier components of U͑͒; therefore, single-pixel imaging can be achieved such that
where is the angular frequency and max =2cf max z / x o . In this proposed method for single-pixel coherent diffraction imaging ͑SP-CDI͒, the spatial resolution is limited by the frequency maximum max of the coherent source, not by the detector size.
For a broadband coherent source, we consider ultrafast terahertz pulses. 6 A typical terahertz pulse frequency range for terahertz time-domain spectroscopy ͑TDS͒ is 0-3 THz ͑Ref. 7͒ and a record broad bandwidth of 80 THz has been reported. 8 Conventional use of ultrafast terahertz waves in imaging involves a raster scan to move an object around a tightly focused terahertz beam 9 and this method has a diverse range of imaging applications extending from semiconductors and metal structures to biological and medical objects. [10] [11] [12] However, due to the limitation of the data acquisition speed of this mechanical scanning method, various alternatives have been proposed, including two dimensional ͑2D͒ electro-optic imaging, 13 a focal-plane detector array, 14 and compressed sensing techniques, 15 at the cost of implementation complexity. In our previous work, we demonstrated coherent optical computation for single-point terahertz imaging, where an active Fourier mask in a conventional terahertz-TDS setup converted a 2D image into N temporal waveforms. 16 In this letter, using a completely different approach, we propose single-pixel detection of coherent diffraction images and demonstrate various 2D image reconstructions.
In SP-CDI, a target 2D object is placed in the object collimated terahertz waves. The diffracted field from the object U͑x , y͒ is then collected by a terahertz detector located at the center of the far-field diffraction plane ⌺ d ͑x , y͒, i.e., x = y = 0. To redirect all the spatial frequency components to the detector location, a slanted phase retarder ͑SPR͒, shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ , is inserted in front of the object. For an incident terahertz wave of spectral field profile S͑͒, the diffracted field V ͑͒ is given by
where is the angular position of the SPR and denotes the deviation angle of the beam through the SPR, as shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . Due to the angular orientation of the SPR, the diffracted terahertz wave carries an angular projection image of the object. Using a procedure that is mathematically similar to the method described in Ref. 16 , the original object U͑ , ͒ is recovered from a number of measurements carried out at different 's by
ͬͮ ,
͑4͒
where R −1 and F −1 are the inverse Radon and inverse Fourier transformations, respectively.
For the experiment, we used a Ti:sapphire laser oscillator that produced IR short pulses at an average power of 350 mW. Terahertz waves were generated from a large-area photoconductive antenna 17 and then collimated by an off-axis parabolic mirror with a 150 mm focal length. For detecting the diffracted terahertz waves, a 2-mm-thick ZnTe electrooptic crystal was placed in the front focal plane of another parabolic mirror with a focal length of 100 mm. Timeresolved terahertz electric field measurements were carried out by mapping the polarization changes of optical gate beams. 18 The object, a representation of a feline paw shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , was made from a 1-mm-thick metal plate with an area of 2 ϫ 2 cm 2 . The SPR was made out of polytetrafluoroethylene ͑Teflon͒ and had a cylindrical shape ͑radius of 25 mm͒ cut at an angle ␣ = 15°. The index of refraction of Teflon is a constant n = 1.46 over the terahertz spectral range. The procedure for data collection and image recovery was as follows. First, both the object and the SPR were temporarily removed and the reference terahertz field spectrum at the detector, S d ͑͒, was obtained by taking the Fourier transform of a terahertz time-domain signal. We note that S d ͑͒ differs from the terahertz field spectrum at the object by a factor of , aside from a constant factor. Then, the object and the SPR were replaced and N = 30 different terahertz waveforms were measured at various angles uniformly sampled from = 0°-180°͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. The time-domain waveforms were recorded with a spectrum of up to max = 1.5 THz with a resolution of 0.03 THz. By following the signal processing described in Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, the coherent diffraction image was completely retrieved ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒. Owing to the one-toone correspondence of the terahertz frequency to the image spatial frequency, the Fourier synthetic image processing can be implemented by directly manipulating the Fourier components of the terahertz waveforms. For example, a sharpened image, such as that in Fig. 2͑d͒ , was obtained via high-pass filtering of measured terahertz waveforms. The SP-CDI image resolution is not directly related to the numerical aperture or the focal length of the diffractive optic. Instead, the beam deviation angle is a scaling coefficient between f max and max , i.e., f max = max sin / 2c, and therefore determines the image resolution. Figure 3 shows the result of an imaging experiment with an object of a double-slit pattern. For 1 mm hole double slits separated by 2 mm, as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ , three different SPRs cut at ␣ = 10°, 20°, and 30°were used, and the diffraction images shown in Figs. 3͑b͒-3͑d͒ , respectively, were obtained. The SPR angles were chosen to give image resolutions of 1 / f max = 2.4, 1.2, and 0.7 mm, respectively, and as expected, the double-slit patterns were resolved in Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͒ only. For enhanced image resolution, larger SPR angles should be considered. However, from the relationship = sin −1 ͑n sin ␣͒ − ␣, total internal reflection will occur in the SPR and the image resolution is limited as where min is the minimal wavelength of the given terahertz pulse. Figure 3͑e͒ compares the measured maximal frequencies with Eq. ͑5͒: The calculated f max from the images are shown in dots and the result from Eq. ͑5͒ in a solid line. Both, plotted as a function of the SPR angle ␣, show a good agreement. As a result, the resolution in SP-CDI is given by a function of both the index of refraction of the SPR and the maximal terahertz frequency, and the minimum min is diffraction-limited for the same reason in optical microscopy. It is worth noting that both the imaging methods in this work and Ref. 16 used active masking. The former used a real-domain filter and the latter a Fourier-domain filter. Both methods require the measurement of N different waveforms, each containing specific angular projection information of the object. Mathematically there exist a number of techniques that permit the extraction of complete spatial information for a 2D object from a single waveform. 19 The simplest method is the use of a single Fourier-domain mask ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒ constructed with N holes of various phase retardations. This Fourier mask, used in a coherent computational setup in Ref. 16 , temporally separates N terahertz waveforms, each containing individual angular object information with respect to each other. Then, a single time-domain scan of the diffracted terahertz wave, as shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ , simultaneously records the complete angular projection image of the 2D object, and therefore, a 2D image recovery from a single terahertz waveform is achieved, as shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ .
Our proposed idea eliminates the need for area detection in coherent diffraction imaging, and an array detection further allows fast and intelligent capture of certain features of a sample. Furthermore, SP-CDI can be implemented using broadband waves in different frequency ranges. For example, subfemtosecond pulses produced via high harmonic generation of an ultrashort infrared pulse in atoms encompass the whole spectral range of visible and UV/XUV. 20 Another candidate is the supercontinuum formed as a result of cascading nonlinear processes of IR short pulses, as seen, for example, in a photonic bandgap fiber, which spans several optical octaves with a spectral range extending from UV to beyond mid-IR. 21 Both broadband sources are capable of SP-CDI. In microscopic applications with optical and EUV sources, our technique promises phase-contrast imaging, three dimensional imaging, and Fourier synthetic imaging for many applications in medicine, biology, and material sciences.
In conclusion, we demonstrated coherent diffraction imaging using a fixed-location single-pixel detector. The broadband nature of the terahertz waves was used for one-to-one mapping of the spatial frequency of an object to the frequency of the diffracted waves, and by adopting a slanted phase retarder, a fixed-point single detector collected complete 2D angular projection images of various objects, enabling single-pixel 2D coherent diffraction imaging. 
